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ProtoNet: charting the expanding
universe of protein sequences
To the Editor:
As next-generation sequencing technologies
continue to generate staggering amounts
of raw protein sequences, it has become
very difficult to thoroughly annotate the
emerging protein-sequence space. Complete
proteomes (that is, the collection of all valid
proteins from a sequenced genome) as well
as partial sequencing efforts have resulted in
the archiving of more than 20 million protein
sequences in UniProtKB (release 2012_1,
25 January 2012; http://www.uniprot.org).
This repository is compiled from millions
of viral sequences, thousands of microbial
genomes and sequences from thousands of
multicellular organisms. These sequences
comprise what may be considered the nowknown parts of the protein space. At present,
the functional characterization available for
the vast majority of this space is based mostly
on sequence-similarity approaches. In fact,
the characterized part of this space is orders of
magnitude smaller than the whole, and only
3.5% of sequences in UniProtKB1 have any
experimental support. From this view, only a
robust, unsupervised and automated method
290

can realistically achieve comprehensive
and functional annotation of this rapidly
expanding protein space.
Protein three-dimensional structures
provide the most reliable information on
biochemical function. At present, there are
80,000 solved protein structures (http://
www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do) that are
indirectly associated with a large fraction of
the protein space. Through semi-automatic
classifications, these three-dimensional solved
proteins are organized in an inventory of
~1,500 basic folds2,3. However, these folds
are consistent with local domains rather
than full-length proteins. Complementary
sequence–based approaches for protein family
assignment rely primarily on the notion of
domains as the building blocks of proteins.
The general scheme starts with multiple
sequence alignment, which is then translated
into statistically based models (e.g., Pfam)4.
The integration of different resources (e.g.,
InterPro)5 leads to a substantial increase in
domain coverage of the protein space. The
curated portion of the protein space is already
enormous. Still, one-third (6.7 million) of

UniProtKB sequences are marked as putative
or hypothetical. For these sequences, current
methods for direct inference of function
with high confidence have mostly failed.
Furthermore, most sequence- and structurebased assignments rely on local information
such as structural fold, sequence domain
and functional signature). Consequently,
functional annotations at the level of the
full-length protein are prone to erroneous
inference. It is realistic to expect an even
faster growth in the number of protein
sequences (e.g., from large-scale sequencing
of environmental samples). This creates
a pressing need for accurate methods of
annotation inference.
We offer the ProtoNet 6.1 family tree
(http://www.protonet.cs.huji.ac.il), a
classification resource created by an
unsupervised analysis of protein sequences6.
The families in the ProtoNet tree are
generated through the following steps:
(i) precalculation of sequence-similarity
values for all possible pairwise relationships
(all against all BLAST values), (ii) application
of an unsupervised bottom-up clustering
algorithm (this algorithm organizes large
sets of proteins in a hierarchical tree
that yields high-quality protein families)
(Supplementary Table 1) and (iii) a process
of pruning the ProtoNet tree to retain only the
most informative clusters. This computational
process yields a tree-like skeleton of the
entire known protein space. In the next
stage, each cluster is assessed through a
comprehensive battery of descriptors for
domains, three-dimensional structures,
enzymes, gene ontology, taxonomy and more
(Supplementary Tables 2 and 3). In addition,
rigorous annotation-based quality tests are
carried out to assign a statistically based
quality measure for each stable cluster. Each
cluster is then assigned the set of descriptors
that reflect the most significant annotation(s)
of its proteins. In this way, ProtoNet
circumvents many of the pitfalls in annotation
inference discussed above.
There are several features that allow
ProtoNet to cope with the scale of the known
protein space. First, it applies a scalable,
efficient and accurate algorithm for clustering
millions of sequences7. Second, family
construction is ‘model free’; the process of
tree construction is continuous and data
driven. Third, all sequences are dealt with on
an equal basis, irrespective of length, domain
organization, taxonomy or prior knowledge.
Thus, putative proteins play an integral part in
the construction of ProtoNet.
Nearly 19 million full-length protein
sequences are included in ProtoNet 6.1
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(Supplementary Text). Thus, the most upto-date ProtoNet database provides an almost
7.8-fold expansion of the representatives
as defined by UniRef50 (ref. 1). Figure 1
summarizes the main features and principles
involved in constructing the ProtoNet
tree. The algorithm is an unsupervised,
bottom-up agglomerative averaging protocol
that outperforms naive algorithms used
toward this task (Fig. 1a). A pruned tree
retains the most robust and reliable clusters
representing the evolutionary relatedness
of protein sequences. From the biological,
functional-inference approach, ProtoNet
captures, at varying levels of granularity, the
functional relations between subfamilies and
superfamilies (Fig. 1b). Most importantly,
distances in the graph metric of in the
tree provide an intrinsic approximation of
evolutionary relatedness. Therefore, the tree
exposes the often-overlooked evolutionary
relatedness of isolated families. ProtoNet
uses all leading annotation resources (for
structure, sequence, function and taxonomy)
for inference (Supplementary Table 2). Thus,
each cluster is assigned a name that is derived
from the most informative annotation(s)
for its proteins (ProtoName; Fig. 1c and
Supplementary Fig. 2). At a resolution that
ensures high-quality annotation, there are
150,000 robust clusters that nevertheless cover
the entire protein-sequence space
(Fig. 1d and Supplementary Fig. 1). Overall,
ProtoNet infers function for a huge portion

of the undercharacterized ‘putative’ and
‘hypothetical’ proteins at a wide range of
cluster sizes (Fig. 1e,f). Hence, ProtoNet 6.1
reduces the chasm between the full-length
protein sequences that have been acquired
and the still-uncharted complexity of their
evolutionary origins.
ProtoNet is useful to the biomedical
community for knowledge extraction and
for navigation toward new discoveries. We
emphasize the gain in knowledge for clusters
that best capture annotations from various
resources. The correspondence score (CS;
Supplementary Text) quantifies both the
purity and the coverage of each selected
annotation. Figure 2 shows the fraction of
functional inference according to the major
annotation resources that are covered by
ProtoNet. Figure 2a shows an analysis of
2,069 specific annotations that matched the
highest-CS clusters, partitioned according to
the source of annotation. On average, 15.6%
of the proteins in these clusters were newly
annotated by ProtoNet (Supplementary
Tables 5 and 6). One such cluster (Fig. 2b)
includes proteins from more than 100
bacteria, including pathogens Haemophilus
influenzae, Neisseria meningitidis (a
meningitis-causing bacterium) and Yersinia
enterocolitica (which causes a zoonotic
disease occurring in humans, cattle and
birds). Navigation of ProtoNet from a
sequence from Y. enterocolitica (Q70W78,
putative uncharacterized protein open

reading frame 7) shows the sequence of
mergers that yield a cluster (size 98; Fig. 2b)
of maximal quality for the InterPro term
‘addiction module antidote protein, HI1420’
(CS = 1.0). Additional mergers did not
reduce the quality of the root cluster
(121 representative proteins; Fig. 2b).
Only one protein in this cluster is reviewed
(UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot quality tag;
Supplementary Fig. 3). In the expanded
cluster (371 proteins; Supplementary Table 6)
most sequences are labeled ‘putative’, ‘possible’,
‘predicted’, ‘hypothetical’ or ‘uncharacterized’
(Fig. 2c). Still, the ProtoName considers the
InterPro term shared by the most proteins
in the cluster (53 out of 121 proteins) as the
most probable automatic inference for the
proteins in the cluster. All proteins that carry
this term are included in the root cluster with
no false negatives. This test case is indicative
for thousands of instances that originate from
newly sequenced or unannotated genomes
(Supplementary Table 6).
Aside from inferences regarding particular
sequences, ProtoNet navigation tools allow
us to trace high-quality clusters even when
the biological information associated with
the clusters’ sequences is mostly missing.
About 25% of safe inferences concerning
clusters are annotated as domains of
unknown function (DUF)4 (Fig. 2d and
Supplementary Table 9). We can thus focus
on mergers in which clusters grow in size
without losing quality.
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Several design principles were
implemented to cope with the fast growth
in the number of protein sequences and
even faster accumulation of associated
annotations (Supplementary Table
4). Comparison of the quality of
ProtoNet 6.1 to that of previous versions
(Supplementary Table 1) reveals that
the quality of the clusters remains very
high in the face of increasing volume
(Supplementary Fig. 1).
ProtoNet is scalable and can cope with
the fast growth in the protein space. We
increased the coverage of the database from
9 million sequences (in version 6.0) to 18.9
million sequences (in version 6.1, based on
UniProtKB release 2012_1, 25 January 2012).
Most (6 million) of the sequences not yet
covered are bacterial proteins.
ProtoNet constitutes an intuitive
navigational tool with which to explore
the entire protein space. Its highlighting of
overlooked connections between families,
division of families into subfamilies and
reliable inference constitute immediate
benefits to the biological and biomedical
community.
Note: Supplementary information is available at http://
dx.doi.org/10.1038/nbt.2553.
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Alternative splicing and protein
interaction data sets
To the Editor:
Alternative splicing, which produces several
isoforms of the same protein from a single
gene, is extremely common in higher
eukaryotes. Splicing events often lead to
enormous differences among isoforms in
their sequences and structures and in the

interactions formed. The differences in
protein-protein interactions (PPIs) between
different isoforms are generally overlooked
when data are made publicly available and
can lead to both false-positive and falsenegative interactions in large-scale data sets.
Thus, we advocate here that the
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